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Spurred by improvements in routing techno
ogy, the architecture of the Internet is evolvin
Until recently, nearly all routing took place
through parallel hierarchies, in which eachcore
Internet service provider (ISP) at the top of i
own hierarchy provided other core ISP’s wi
routes to its own customers and customers
non-core ISP’s in its hierarchy. Based partly o
the ability and incentives of some core ISP’s
deny or degrade service to others, antitrust
thorities required the divestiture of internetMC
as a condition for the MCI–WorldCom merge
and blocked the proposed merger of Sprint a
MCI-WorldCom.

Recent changes in routing standards have
abled a wider range of routing arrangemen
and these evidently reduce the market power
the core ISP’s vis-a`-vis their customers. We
argue here that those new standards also red
the incentives of core ISP’s with large mark
shares to refuse or degrade service to ones w
smaller market shares. Our analysis is based
a bargaining model, which provides a means
assess how the short-run bargaining positions
various core ISP’s are affected by the new ro
ing arrangements.

I. Background

Traditionally, there have been two commo
types of interconnection arrangements amo
Internet service providers. In atransit arrange-
ment,the ISP selling transit services agrees
deliver traffic from its transit customers to an
Internet destination and to deliver traffic from
any Internet destination to its transit custome
In a peering arrangementbetween two ISP’s,
each ISP agrees to deliver to the other ISP o
traffic that is destined to the other provider
g
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customers. Typically, peering arrangements
not require payments from one ISP to anoth
they are “bill-and-keep” arrangements. Grea
detail can be found in Milgrom et al. (2000).

In the traditional “rigid” Internet hierarchy, a
few core ISP’s peer with one another to produ
full routing capability among all Internet en
users. Each non-core ISP purchases transit f
a single core ISP; non-core ISP’s are not
rectly connected to one another. End users p
chase a single connection to a core or non-c
ISP. Core ISP’s compete in an upstream mar
to supply top-level backbone services; this u
stream market is distinct from the downstrea
market for Internet access. Core and non-c
ISP’s compete in the downstream market
Internet access.

Recently, a new routing standard (BGP4) th
supports alternative, less hierarchical, rout
arrangements has become drastically chea
(see Avi Freedman, 1999). Taking advantage
the cost reductions, non-core ISP’s have
creasingly entered intosecondary peering ar
rangementsin which the participating network
directly exchange traffic destined to each o
er’s customers on a bill-and-keep basis, bypa
ing the core ISP’s. Also, non-core ISP’s a
corporate end users have increasingly reso
to multi-homing—purchasing connections from
multiple providers and routing traffic amon
them in real time. At the same time and wi
similar effect, publishers of web-based conte
are increasingly relying on intelligent cachin
strategies and oncontent distribution service
(CDS) that replicate web pages at locatio
close to end users in order to deliver inform
tion in the most effective way.

II. A Simple Bargaining Model
of Interconnection

We begin our analysis with a bargainin
model of the traditional peering hierarchy.
this model, bill-and-keep arrangements a
sometimes consistent with a bargaining eq
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librium even when the larger network pro
vider threatens to refuse interconnecting w
its smaller peer. Thus, without extra cond
tions, a simple threat to refuse interconne
tion during a period of disagreement may n
be sufficient for the effective exercise of ma
ket power.

Assume that there areN homogeneous cus
tomers in the market, served byn core ISP’s.
Each customer obtains service from only o
ISP, and core ISPi serves a fractiona i of the
customers. When ISPi is not connected to any
other core ISP, its representative customer
joys a benefit or utility ofu(ai , N) per period
and is willing to pay a corresponding amou
for that connectivity. The presence of netwo
externalities means thatu is increasing in botha
and N. Since we will be holdingN fixed
throughout this analysis, we use a less cumb
some notation by writingf(a) 5 u(a, N) and
conducting the analysis in terms off.

Suppose that one core ISP initially serves
fractiona1 of the customers and a second serv
a fraction a2, and that these proportions a
independent of the interconnection arrang
ments between the two ISP’s. (This assumpt
implies that no ISP suffers a permanent loss
customers when it temporarily suffers a deg
dation of service.) Suppose further that bo
ISP’s have obtained peering arrangements w
all the other ISP’s. The revenues of ISP1 would
be Na1 f(1 2 a2) if it did not obtain a peering
arrangement with ISP2, and Na1 f(1) if it did
obtain a peering arrangement. We assume
simplicity that there are no costs, so that rev
nues are equal to profits.

Assume that the lack of interconnection
sustained only temporarily during bargainin
until the parties reach a peering agreement. T
outcome of negotiations according to the no
cooperative bargaining theory with short tim
between offers is approximately the same
that of the Nash bargaining model, provided t
payoff each earns during the period of disrupt
connection is treated as the Nash threat po
(Kenneth Binmore et al., 1986). The total su
plus to be divided in any agreement is (Na1 1
Na2) f(1), while the payoff pair during service
disruption is (Na1 f(1 2 a2), Na2 f(1 2 a1)).
At a noncooperative bargaining outcome, t
two parties divide equally any gains relative
the threat point. The resulting bargaining payo
for ISP1 is
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(1) p1 5
1

2
@~Na1 1 Na2!f~1!

1Na1 f~1 2 a2!

2Na2 f~1 2 a1!]

and that for ISP2 is

(2) p2 5
1

2
@~Na1 1 Na2!f~1!

2Na1 f~1 2 a2!

1Na2 f~1 2 a1!].

With full interconnection and a bill-and-keep
arrangement, ISP1 would be able to charge each
of its customers a subscription fee off(1) and
earn revenues (and profits) ofr1 5 Na1 f(1). If
the bargaining payoffp1 is larger thanr1, then
the excessp1 2 r1 may be interpreted as the
negotiated net payment from ISP2 to ISP1.
Since there are no costs in the formal mode
such payments are not compensation for th
costs imposed by one ISP on the other. Henc
a positive net payment represents a simple e
ercise of bargaining advantage due to mark
share. Doing the arithmetic, we find that

(3) p1 2 r1

5
1

2
Na1@f~1! 2 f~1 2 a2!#

2
1

2
Na2@f~1! 2 f~1 2 a1!#.

The first term is half the additional revenue tha
ISP1 earns from its end users after it negotiate
an interconnection arrangement with ISP2, and
the second is half the additional revenue fo
ISP2; the bargaining solution splits the gains
from agreement. Thus, when both ISP’s gai
equally from interconnection, neither party pay
the other, and a bill-and-keep arrangement is th
equilibrium outcome of the bargaining process
When the parties do not gain equally from in
terconnection, the ISP that gains more pays th
other for interconnection.

Sufficient conditions for bill-and-keep inter-
connection arrangements are easily obtained.
either (i) the two ISP’s are equally large (a1 5
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a2) or (ii) f is linear [f(a) 5 a 1 ba], then
bill-and-keep is the outcome:p i 5 r i for i 5 1,
2. Intuitively, the second condition reflects th
fact that, while the smaller ISP loses more p
customer during a service interruption, th
larger ISP suffers the loss over a larger cu
tomer base so, whenf is linear, the total losses
are equal.

Define h(a) [ [ f(1) 2 f(1 2 a)]/a. In-
specting (3), one sees that ISP1 receives a pos-
itive transfer if and only if,h(a1) , h(a2). If
h is decreasing, then the larger ISP receives
positive net transfer on account of its size; ifh
is increasing, then the predicted transfer is ne
ative; and ifh is constant (corresponding tof
linear), then the transfer is zero and bill-and
keep is the prediction of the model. This las
case, with linearf and constanth, corresponds
to the frequently studied case ofisotropic net-
works in which users connect to each other wi
equal probability, and each connection creat
equal value.

III. Enriching the Account of Threats
during Bargaining

The preceding conclusion is derived from
model of bargaining that is simplified in variou
respects. First, it assumes that, during any p
riod of disagreement about transfers, the part
will suffer a service disruption. In practice, bar
gaining begins before current arrangemen
expire, and once current contracts expire ba
gaining over transfers might take place eve
while services continue to be delivered und
old peering contracts. Endogenizing the choi
to “get tough” by disrupting services leads to
much wider range of possibilities (Raquel Fe
nandez and Jacob Glaser, 1991), with roles
expectations, reputation-building, inefficien
disagreements, and similar phenomena. In su
models, bargaining theory does not lead to
unique prediction about the outcome.

Second, in the basic bargaining model, se
vice disruptions are short enough that they d
not induce the customer to switch ISP’s. Whil
both ISP’s involved might be expected to los
customers during an extended degradation
service, if customer switching decisions ar
based on service quality thresholds, the smal
ISP is likely to suffer the larger loss.

In what follows, we modify our description
of bargaining by making a simple specificatio
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in which the disagreement payoff involves th
permanent loss of some customers, rather th
the loss of value to current customers that t
ISP has to compensate. Specifically, suppo
that for someg . 0, ISPj suffers losses due to
customer switching at a total rate ofNaj ka i

g,
for i , j 5 1, 2. This loss rate is equal to th
numberNaj of customers of ISPj multiplied by
a function of the degradation of service suffere
during the period of disagreement. The param
eterg is interpreted as the elasticity of switchin
rates with respect to service degradation, wh
k parameterizes the speed of customer respo
to degradations in service. The model neglec
second-order effects, in which customer switc
ing itself affects the service quality during th
period of degradation.

This specification maps neatly into the mod
of the previous section, provided that we s
f(s) 5 1 2 k(1 2 s)g. In this expression, we
interprets i 5 1 2 aj as the index of service
quality for the customers of ISPi during dis-
agreement. Using our earlier definition,h(a) 5
kag 2 1. Forg , 1, this is decreasing, and henc
the larger ISP is able to extract a positive pa
ment from the smaller ISP in the bargaining
For g . 1, the reverse advantage obtains, a
g 5 1 is the linear case in which bill-and-kee
obtains. We henceforth assume thatg , 1.

Suppose that ISP1 has the larger market
share, that is,a1 . a2, so that it is ISP1 that can
bargain for a positive transfer according to ou
model. In the developments below, we incorp
rate the effects of the multi-homing and secon
ary peering technologies into the service quali
index,s, while maintaining the assumption tha
net switching away from ISPi during disagree-
ment occurs at rateNai[ f(1) 2 f(si)]. This
allows us to assess the effects of changing te
nology on the bargaining outcomes among t
core ISP’s.

IV. Competitive Effects of Secondary Peering
and Multi-homing

Suppose some ISP’s that purchase tran
only from core ISP1 enter into secondary peer-
ing arrangements with some ISP’s that purcha
transit only from core ISP2. Assume that for
each core ISP a proportionb of its subscribers
can communicate over the secondary-peeri
interfaces. If the primary-peering interface be
tween ISP1 and ISP2 is degraded, the fraction
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(1 2 b) of customers of ISP1 that are not
connected to ISP’s with secondary peering a
rangements will obtain high quality only on th
fraction of their traffic destined for customer
not served by ISP2 (i.e., 12 a2). The remaining
fraction of customers of ISP1, b, will also ob-
tain high quality on the fraction of their traffic
covered by the secondary peering arrangem
(i.e., ba2). The average service quality for ISP1
across all subscribers iss1 5 (1 2 b)(1 2
a2) 1 b(1 2 a2 1 ba2) 5 (1 2 a2 1 b2a2).
Similarly, customers of ISP2 will on average
obtain high quality on a fractions2 5 (1 2
a1 1 b2a1) of their traffic.

Notice that, ifa1 . a2, increases inb have a
larger effect in improving service quality for cus
tomers of ISP2 than for those of ISP1; that is,
s2/b 5 2a1b . 2a2b 5 s1/b. To see how
this translates into an improved bargaining po
tion for ISP2, we update formula (3). Conceptu-
ally, this involves two steps. First, since servic
quality is no longer represented by 12 ai , we
replace eachf(1 2 ai) term byf(sj(b)) to allow a
more complex representation of service qual
that depends on the network technology. Seco
we use the formulaf(s) 5 1 2 k(1 2 s)g. The
results are these expressions:

(4) p1 2 r1 5
1

2
Nk~a1@1 2 s1~b!#g

2a2@1 2 s2~b!#g)

(5)


b
~p1 2 r1!

5 2Nka1a2bg~1 2 s1!g 2 1

3F1 2 S1 2 s2

1 2 s1
D g21G , 0.

The calculation demonstrates that the barga
ing advantage of the larger ISP is reduced by t
introduction of secondary peering.

Increases in the extent of secondary peeri
are similar to reductions in the market share
a dominant core ISP. To implement this idea, l
us assume that the customers lost during a s
vice disruption between two ISP’s flow to th
other core ISP’s. In that case, the impact
secondary peering on the competitiveness
top-level backbones can be represented by c
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culating anequivalent market share(EMS) for
ISP1, defined implicitly to be the market share
that would provide the same relative servic
quality and hence bargaining position in the old
“rigid hierarchy” without secondary peering or
multi-homing: (12 a2)/(1 2 EMS1) 5 (1 2
a2 2 b2a2)/(1 2 a1 2 b2a1). SincedEMS/db
is negative, increases inb are equivalent to a
loss of market share, reducing the market powe
of the larger backbone.

The analysis of multi-homing is similar to that
of secondary peering. Traffic that crosses a pee
ing interface between two core ISP’s in a rigidly
hierarchical Internet is able to take an alternativ
path from the origin to the destination after the
secondary peering or multi-homing arrange
ment is implemented. The diverted traffic
cannot be degraded by changes in the peerin
arrangement between the two core ISP’s an
is therefore of high quality. Both networks
experience high quality on the same volum
of diverted traffic. This fixed traffic volume is
a larger proportion of the smaller backbone’
total traffic, leading to a greater proportionate
increase for the smaller backbone in the pro
portion of traffic that is of high quality, and
reducing the larger backbone’s relative ser
vice quality s1/s2 which, as seen in (5), re-
duces its ability to extract bargaining
concessions from its smaller partner. In
creases in multi-homing, like increases in th
extent of secondary peering, are equivalen
for this analysis to a loss of market share fo
the larger backbone provider.

Specifically, if a proportionl of customers of
ISP1 and ISP2 are multi-homed, thenla1 cus-
tomers of ISP1 can communicate withall cus-
tomers of ISP2 without sending traffic over a
peering interface. Suppose that ISP1 degrades
its peering interface with ISP2. Multi-homed
subscribers will continue to obtain high quality
on all their traffic. Single-homed subscribers o
ISP1 will obtain high quality on traffic that is
not bound for ISP2, and on all traffic to multi-
homed customers of ISP2. The average quality
of service obtained by all customers of ISP1 is
thereforel 1 (1 2 l)(1 2 a2 1 la2) 5 1 2
a2 2 l2a2. Similarly, customers of ISP2 can
obtain an average service quality of 12 a1 2
l2a1. As with secondary peering, it can be
shown thatEMS/l is negative, implying that
the incentives of a large core ISP to deny o
degrade its peering relationships are reduced
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increases in multi-homing. The analysis of in
telligent caching and CDS is similar.

V. Conclusions

The Internet’s hierarchical structure ha
evolved from parallel hierarchies to a loos
arrangement, in which messages can be
changed among smaller ISP’s without using t
backbones of a core ISP. For the simple stru
tures analyzed in this paper, indexes of “servi
quality” and “equivalent market share” can b
used to quantify the effect of changing hiera
chical structures on the incentives of larg
backbone providers to degrade peering arran
ments. The analysis suggests that, as the In
net develops a richer set of interconnectio
arrangements (such as secondary peering
multi-homing), the incentives of large backbon
providers to refuse to enter into or degrad
peering arrangements will be reduced.
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